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We study the Cauchy problem for the following Schriidinger equation in Iw” 
@EN): 
ia,u+fdu= Ylu+(v,* lu12)u, (I, x) E R x R”, 
(**) 
u(0) = $4 XER”, 
where V, = V,(x) = L, 1x1 -)‘I, V2=V2(x) = ~:=*AIxJ-~~, I,ER (l<kC3), 
0 < y, < min(2, n/2), 0 < yz, yj < min(2, n). We prove the existence, uniqueness, and 
smoothing effect of global solutions of (**) with 4 not necessarily in the Sobolev 
space H’(W). 0 1989 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. 
In this paper we 
nEN: 
INTRODUCTION AND MAIN RESULTS 
consider the following Schrtidinger equation in R”, 
i d,u + $A24 = F(u), (1, x) E R x R”, 
u(O) = 4, XER”. 
Here the nonlinear interaction term F is written as 
F(u)= V,u+(V, * lul')u 
(**) 
with VI= V,(x)=AI JxI-~‘, Vz= V,(x)=C:=,& JxI-~~, A,ER (l<k<3), 
0 < y, < min(2, n/2), 0 < yk < min(2, n), and * denotes the convolution in 
R”. 
* Present Address: Department of Mathematics, Faculty of Engineering, Gunma Univer- 
sity, Kiryu 376, Japan. 
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Our main purpose in this paper is to prove the existence, uniqueness, 
and smoothing effect of global solutions to the initial value problem (**) 
with (b in the weighted L2-spaces but not necessarily in the Sobolev space 
H ‘( R”). Our formulation of the smoothing properties in space variables is 
similar to that of A. Jensen [ 111. He treats the linear case F(U) = P’u with 
some regularity condition on 1/ which our potential Vi violates. In the case 
A, = 0, 1, = &, related results have been obtained by N. Hayashi and 
Y. Tsutsumi [9] under the additional assumption that 4 E H’(P). The 
proof presented here is based on systematic use of the space-time estimates 
of the free Schrodinger evolution group { U(t); t E R > with the operators 
J= U(t)xU(-t)=x+itV, J2= U(t) lx12 U(-t), and K=J2+2t2L= 
J2 + 2t2(i8, + 5 A). 
Throughout the paper we use the following notations: 
Notation 1. a, =ajat, ak =ajaxk, v=(a,,...,a,), x=(x,,...,~,), 2= 
x//xl; A = (&)(x .V+V .x); 9 denotes the Fourier transform defined by 
(F@)(c) = (27~~“‘~ j 1,9(x) exp( -i(x) dx, 5 E R”; U= U(t) =exp(i(t/2) A), 
tE[W, A=C”,=,a~=~-‘(-lrl”)~; S=S(t)=exp(iIx12/2t), tEiR\{O}; 
Jk=Jk(t)=U(t)xkU(-t), J=J(t)=U(t)xU(-t)=(J,,...,J,), J2=J2(t) 
= u(t) 1~1~ q-t), tER; K=J2+2t2L, L=ia, +$A; aa=aqi...a:, ~a= 
xal . . . Xan J” = J”1 . ..J”.“, ccE(lwu{O})“, aO= x0 = Jo = II ; Y denotes the 
siace o”f ‘rapidly decreasing Cm-functions from R” to C; Lp denotes the 
Lebesgue space Lp( I?‘) or LP(lR”)@ @“, with the norm 11 .llp, 1 < p 6 co; 
11. /I = 11. I( 2; ( ., .) denotes the L2-scalar product and various anti-dualities; 
H 7’ denotes the weighted Sobolev space with the norm I(+ll,,,,p = 
ll(1+142Y~2(~ -A)“/2$Ilp, m, PER ~GPG~; Il~llm,s=II~Ilm,s,2; CC&E) 
(respectively, C,(I; E)) denotes the space of strongly (respectively, weakly) 
continuous functions from an interval Zc R to a Frechet space E; Ck(Z; E) 
denotes the space of k-times continuously differentiable functions from I to 
E, k E N; L’(Z; B) (respectively, LrO,(I; B)) denotes the space of measurable 
functions u from an interval Z to a Banach space B such that llu( .)I1 B E 
L’(Z) (respectively, Ilu( .)llB E LfO,(Z)), 1 < 0 < co; C,(Z; B) = C(I; B) n 
L”(I; B); L”,‘(Z) = Le(l; Ly) with the norm 11) . II(4,e,,; 6(q) = n/2 - n/q, 
2 < q < co; O(q) = 2/6(q) = 4q/n(q - 2), 2 < q < co; p’ denotes the conjugate 
exponent to PE [l, co]; G, denotes the integral operator defined by 
(G,,u)(t) = s:, U(t - s) u(s) ds, t, to E R; G = G,,. We remark here that G,, 
maps L*,l(Z) + L 4’se(q)‘(Z) into C(Z; L2) continuously, where I= [to - a, 
to + a], a> 0, and 0 <6(q) < 1, although there exist several pairs of 
function spaces between which G,, can be regarded as a continuous linear 
operator (see Lemma 2.7 for details). 
Different positive constants might be denoted by the same letter C. If 
necessary, by C(*, . . . . *) we denote constants depending on the quantities 
appearing in parentheses. 
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The following relations will be freely used in the sequel: 
ad = s(t)(ita,) s( - t) = xk + ita,, 
J(t)=S(t)(itV)S(-t)=x+itV, 
J~(t)=S(t)(-t2A)S(-t)=(x~*-2tA-t2A, 
K= IXI*- 2t~ + 2it2 a,. 
Finally we define 
f={q~(2, co);y0/2<6(q)<min(l,n/2)}, 
Y’ = maxh, y2, ~~1, 
Sb = C,( R; L’) n 0 Lzz)( IF!; Lq). 
YCT 
With these notations we state our main results. 
THEOREM 1. Let 4 E L2. Then: 
(1) For any q E I’ there exists a unique solution u E C( R; L’) n 
LfJ,4’([w; Lq) of the equation 
u = Uq5 - iGF( u) (*) 
(as an identity) in C( 08; L*) n L$,4’( R; Lq). 
(2) Moreover, u E S$ and u satisfies (*) in ?& and the L*-norm conser- 
vation law 
Ilu(t = 11411~ tE R. (1.1) 
(3) . Zf in addition y” < min(2, n/2), then u satisfies (**) in 
C,( R; H -2.0). 
(4) If in addition A2 = 1, = 0, then u has the representation u(t) = 
exp( -itH)& t E R, where H = - ($)A + V, denotes the self-adjoint operator 
in L* with the domain D(H) = H2*‘. 
THEOREM 2. Let 4 E Hop1 and let u be the solution of (*). Then: 
(1) JUE C(R; L2). 
(2) Let cr(t)= IlJu(t)l12+2t2(Vlu(t), u(t))+t2((V2* lul*)u(t), u(t)). 
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Then a is absolutely continuous on R and satisfies the identity 
o(f)=rrof41’s{(~,u,u)+;((~z* lu[‘)u,u)jds, t,zER, 
7 
where vk = V, + (i/2)[A, V,] = Vk + $(x .V) V,, k = 1, 2. 
(3) We have 
R\(O); 0 H’-2’-i R\(O); fj H&-j 
j=O j=O 
and u satisfies (**) in C(R\{O}; n,!=, Hje2*-j). Moreover, 
tuEC R; ; Hi-2*-j , 
( 1 
lim llt4t)lll,-l =O, 
j=O r-P+0 





If in addition I, = 1, = 0, then (1.5) holds with C( 114110, 1) replaced by 
c- IkPllo,*. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let #E Ho*’ and let u E ?& be the solution of (*). Then 
UE C@\(O); w  f or allp such that 2<p<co (n=l); 2<pcc0 (n=2); 
2 < p < 2n/(n - 2) (n > 3). 
THEOREM 3. Let n > 2. Let ‘4 E Ho*’ and let u E ?& be the solution of (*). 
Then JUEX and Ju satisfies the integral equation 
Ju = UX~ - iGJF( u) in X 
withJF(u)=I/,J~+(V,*(u(~)Ju+it(VV,)u+2i(V,*(~Ju))uinC(IW;L~) 
+nqEr LfA,4”( K!; L@). 
THEOREM 4. Let 4 E HoS2 and let u E SYb be the solution of (*). Then: 
(1) J2u, t2F(u)EC(R; L’). 
(2) Let I?(u) = J2u + 2t2F(u). Then R(u) E ?Z and K(u) satisfies 
i?(u)= U(x(2+-iGF(u) in C(R; L2) (1.6) 
with p(u) = I/,K(u) + ( V2 * 1~1’) g(u) + 2i( V2 * (Im(&(u)))u + 4itP,u + 
4it( V, * lu12)u in C(R; L2) n n,,,Lf$(R; Lq). 
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(3) Let j?(t) = ll&(u)(t)l12 -4t2( V2 * (Im(z&(t))), Im(iiJu(t))). Then 
j? is absolutely continuous on 08 and satisfies the identity 
B(t) = j?(f) + 8 j’ s(Re(E(l(u), (8, + v2 * 1~1~)~) 
r 
- ( r2 * (Im(tiJu)), Im(iiJu))} ds 
+ 4 1’ ( V2 * (Im(i&)), 
c 
IJu12 + 2s2( I’, + V2 * lu12)u) ds, t, 7 E vi. (1.7) 
(4) We have UEC’(IW\{O}; n,f=,,~-2~-i)nC([W\{O); fiyzOHA-j), 
and u satisfies (**) in C( rW\{O); n,‘_, HJe2*-j). Moreouer, 
r’ueC( R;jo H&-j), t~~0 IIt2u(t)lJ =O, (1.8) 
X(u) = J2u + 2t2(i8,u + +du) in C([w; L2), (1.9) 
IMt)ll2,-2 ~~c(114112,-2) 
.(ltl-2-t It12’(2--o)), tE R\(O). (1.10) 
If in addition 1, = A, = 0, then 
IMt)ll2,-2 GC* llt4lo,2 (14-2+ 11, t E R\(O). (1.11) 
COROLLARY 1.2. Let #EH’*~ and let u E Sb be the solution of (*). Then 
UE C(Iw\{O); Lp) for all p such that 2<p< 00 (n=3); 2<p< 00 (n=4); 
2<pG2n/(n-4) (n>,5). 
Remark 1.1. (1) In the case of linear Schriidinger equations with time- 
dependent potentials V = V(t, x), K. Yajima [lS] has obtained sufficient 
conditions on I’ such that the equation generates a unique strongly con- 
tinuous unitary propagator { Qt, s)} on L2. Our potential V, is a typical 
example which satisfies these conditions. 
(2) In the case of a single power F(U) =1 IuIP-* u with IE R and 
1 -C p < 1 + 4/n, analogous results to parts (l)-(2) of Theorem 1 have been 
obtained by Y. Tsutsumi [14]. 
(3) Although the identity (1.2) is a variant of the well-known 
pseudoconformal coservation law (see, e.g., [2, 4, 5]), all available proofs 
of the identity impose the additional condition 4 E H’s’. 
(4) The identity (1.7) is a variant of that of [S], where only the case 
n=3, & = yk = 1, 1 <k < 3, is considered, with the additional assumption 
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4 E Hz*‘. The result in Corollary 1.2 is a generalization of those of [ 1,2, 81 
as regards the smoothness properties of solutions. 
(5) A. Jensen [ll] studied the smoothing properties of the evolution 
exp(-itH), where H= -d+ V with VEH~&P, k~R4. It is shown in [11] 
that exp( -itH) has the estimate 
Ilev( - itH)Il ~P(HO.k;Hk,-k)~C.(lfl-k+ Itlk), t E R\(O). 
THEOREM 5. Let A1 = 0. Let c+4 E H o,k ke N, and let UE X, be the solu- , 
tion of (*). Then u E C( R\ {O}; (7,“= o HA -j). Moreover, 7% E !X for lcxl < k. 
COROLLARY 1.3. Let 1, = 0. Let c+4 E H”,c”/21 + ’ and u E X, be the solution 
of(*). Then UEC(!R\{O}; L”). 
When 1, =O, related results have been obtained by N. Hayashi, 
K. Nakamitsu, and M. Tsutsumi [7], and N. Hayashi and Y. Tsutsumi 
[9], with the additional condition $ E H ‘*O. 
2. PRELIMINARY ESTIMATES 
We collect here some preliminary estimates. Througout this section Qy 
denotes the function defined by Qy = 1x1 --y for y > 0. 
LEMMA 2.1 (The Gagliardo-Nirenberg inequality). Let 1 < q, r < co. 
Let j, m E N v (0) satisfy 0 < j < m. Let p and a satisfy l/p = 
j/n+a(l/r-m/n)+(l-a)/q; j/m<a<l if m-j-n/rENu{O}, j/m< 
a < 1 otherwise. Then 
,@Zj Ila”lCIIIP G W, m, j, 4, r 1 
x ,,; iiaw: II~~II-T for Ic/ E Hyy” n Lq. (2.1) 
m 
For Lemma 2.1, see, e.g., A. Friedman [ 31. 
LEMMA 2.2. (1) Let p, q, and y satisfy l<p<q<oo, O<y<n, and 
l/g = l/p - (n - y)/n. Then 
IIQ, * till, G Ch P, 4) Illl/llp, for $E Lp. (2.2) 
(2) Let n 2 3. Then 
IIQllc/II GGWn-2)) IIWI, for I) E H’*‘, (2.3) 
llQ~~ll GGW-2) 14) llJ11/ll, for $~H’~‘andt~R\{0}. (2.4) 
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Proof. For (2.2)-(2.3), see, e.g., E. M. Stein [13]. Inequality (2.4) 
follows from (2.3) and the relation J= s(itV)s-’ (see [S]). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let m E N v (0). Let VE Hz0 be a real function. Then 
,.zm IlWW)ll <C(m) IIVIIm,~,m IIIc/llm,~~ for ~~~~~~~ (2.5) 
,.zm IIJ”(W)ll G C(m) II Vllm,O,m (1 + 14”) 
x c IIJWI, for I(/ E H”,” and t E R. (2.6) 
lal <m 
Proof. We prove (2.6) only. Since J”( V$) = S(ita)a (KS ~ ‘I/I), t # 0, we 
have 
,.zrn llJ”(W)ll G C(m) II Vllm,O,m kto ItT C IWS-VII, 
ISI=k 
so that (2.6) holds for t # 0. If t = 0, (2.6) is clear. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let 0 < y < min(2, n/2). 
(1) Let q satisfy y/2 < 6(q) < min( 1, n/2). Then 
IlQ,,2$II G C. (11~11 + II1cIIIq), for * E L2 n Lq, 
IIQ,,2$II GC.(ll+ll + ItI-’ IWII’~” IIJW), 
for IC/EH’~‘~~~~E[W\{O}, 
IlQ,q,vYl ~C.(IItill + lhW6 IIVW?, for t,b~ H’,‘, 
where C= C(n, q, y) and 6 = 6(q). 
(2) Let q satisfy y <6(q) < min(2, n/2). Then 
llQ,Iclll d C.WIl + ll~llq), for *EL2nLq, 
IlQ,ll/ll G C. WII + I4 -’ lllcIII’-6’2 lIJ2W’2), 
for tjEH2,2andtER\{O}, 







ProoJ: We first note that Qrr EL* + L” for 1 < p <n/a. Thus (2.7) and 
(2.10) follow from Holder’s inequality. A simple application of Lemma 2.1 
to (2.7) proves (2.8)-(2.9). Similarly, we obtain (2.11) from (2.10) if we 
note that IlP+ll with Ial = 2 is estimated by C 114$11. Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 2.5. (1) Let n > 3, 0 < y < 2, and r = 2nf(n - y). Then for any 
m E N v  (0) there exist 0 < bj < 1 (1~ j < 3) depending only on m, n, y such 
that cj’=l bj = 1, 
,=& IIWQ, * WihNIc/dll 
Gc fi (Iltijll-” 1 llaVjll”) 
j=l lal = m  
+C fi (IIV$jlly’* II$jl11-y’2)’ C Ila[Lti311, 
j=l (aI = m 
for Ji, E H’vm (1 < j < 3), where 1= max(m, 1), (2.12) 
,& IlJYfQ, * (JI,sJ;)Mdll 
Gc fi (Iltijlli-” C llJ~~jllb’) 
j= I Ial =* 
+C fi (llvll/illy’2 lI~jl11-s’2)~ C llJa~311~ 
j=l Ial =m 
for IC/j~H’~m(1<j<3)andt~R, (2.13) 
,.; IIJYCQ, * W,~Nh)ll 
m 
GC fi (IItijll~-” C IIJVjllb’) 
j=l (U( = m  
+CltlpY fi (IIJll/jlly’2 Il$jl11-y’2). C IIJa~311~ 
j=l Ial =m 
for ~i~H~‘(1<j<3)andt~lR\(0). (2.14) 
(2) Let y, p, q, and r satisfv O<y <n, r=2n/(n-y), and 2< 
qcr<pcoO. Then for any mENu(O} there exist O<bj<l (l<j<3) 
depending only on m, n, y such that cJ’=, bj = 1, 
,.zm IlW(Q, * W&hM 
+ c( fi lll(/jllp + fi ll$jllq) 1 llaV311~ 
j= 1 j=l loll =m 
for t+Qj E H”‘*’ nLP(1<j<3), (2.15) 
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Proof: For part (2), see N. Hayashi and Y. Tsutsumi [9, Lemma 2.7, 
(2.7)-(2.8)]. We prove part (1). Let q5j = S -‘tij for t #O. Then 
= ltlm 1 II~TQ, * b4&;)Mdll ~1, +zz, 
Jal =nl 
where 
II = ItI”’ 1 IICQ, * (416)) ~‘-%II~ 
lal =m 
Z*=CJtl” 1 ll(Q, * (WI Wz)) ~‘93 II. 
I, is estimated by 
ItIm IIQ, * kb&;,ll, 1 Ila% II 
Ial =m 
= IIQ, * Ch~,llcc 1 IIJV~ II 
(a( =* 
! Clfl-Y fi (IIJ~jIIy” II$jI11-y’2)’ 1 IIJV3119 j=l Ial =??I < c fi (Ilv$jII”’ ll~jIl’-y’2)’ 1 llJa$3117 j=l Ial =m 
since 
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<fi (i ) 
Y/4 
Ix-Y1 p2 l$j12 dY Il*jl11-“2 
j=l 
1 C ItlwY fi IIJ$jIIy’2 lI~jll’-7’2~ j= 1 6 c fi IIv$jlly’2 II~jl11~y’2~ j= 1 
where we have used Holder’s inequality and Lemma 2.2. We next estimate 
Z2, By Holder’s inequality and Lemmas 2.1-2.2, Z2 is estimated by 
cnT=, (llIc/ill~-“jC~a[=m IIJVjll”)~ with 0 < bj < 1 depending only on m, 
n, y such that CC 1 bj = 1 (see N. Hayashi and Y. Tsutsumi [9, 
Lemma 2.71). Inequalities (2.13)-(2.14) now follow by collecting these 
estimates, provided t # 0. The case t = 0 can be proved similarly. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let n>3 and l<y<2. Thenfor I,G~E~Y’~~ (l<j63), 
IIQ, * (ti1ti1)llm G c IlYl II IIw211v-’ ll~2112~y~ (2.17) 
ll(Qy * (I1/1IcI2))$3Il G c lIti 112-’ llv$l II’--l h Ilv$jll. (2.18) 
j=2 
Proof: Inequality (2.17) follows from Holder’s inequality and 
Lemma 2.2. Indeed, 
I 
l/2 
lx-YI-’ llcl1lclzl 4G Ix-~1~’ 111/,12dy 
> 
(Y- 1)/2 
X lx-YI-* M2l*d~ II*2112~y 
GC IlW,II Ilw211y-1 llti2112-y. 
Inequality (2.18) follows from Holder’s inequality and Lemmas 2.1-2.2. 
Indeed, 
ll(Q,+, * (~1~2))~311 G IIQ,., * (v31ti2)lln llv53112n,(n-2) 
d c lIti1 I12n(n+2p2y) fi Il+jl12n/(np2) 
j=2 
GC II$1 lIzpy IlV$I llypl n IlV$jlI. Q.E.D. 
j=2 
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Notation 2 (After T. Kato [12] and K. Yajima [15]). For an interval 
ZC R and 0 < 6(q) < 1, X(Z; q) denotes the Banach space detined by 
X(l; q) = (v E C(Z; L2) n Lq*Q’(z); 
II141x(,;q) = II42,m;, + IIvIIq,tqq):I < 4. 
For a compact interval Z= [-a, a] with a > 0, we abbreviate X(l; q) and 
Ill . Ill x(liq) by Wa; 4) and Ill . Ill x(o;q)y respectively. 
The following lemma will be crucial in the sequel. 
LEMMA 2.7. Let t, E R, a > 0, and I= [to -a, t, + a]. Let q and 8 
satisfy 0 <6(q) < 1 and 0 =8(q). Then: 
(1) U maps L* into X([w; q) continuously. 
(2) G, maps L**‘(Z) + Lq’,‘(q)’ into X(l; q) continuously. 
Moreover, there exists a constant C= C(n, q) independent of t, and a such 
that 
IllG,,vlll x(,;q) G C III~III2,1;,, for v E L**l(Z), (2.19) 
lllG,,,4ll x(l;q) Q C II1411q~,w:~, for u fz Lq’,“(Z). (2.20) 
For Lemma 2.7, see, e.g., K. Yajima [15]. 
Remark 2.1. The smoothing property of the operators U and G, which 
is formulated above, has been used to establish fairly general existence and 
uniqueness theorems by a simple contraction argument (see T. Kato [12] 
and K. Yajima [15]). For a class of nonlinear Klein-Gordon equations, 
J. Ginibre and G. Velo [6] found some function spaces and estimates 
analogous to those in Lemma 2.7 with which such a contraction argument 
can be applied. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let y, q, and 0 satisfy 0~ y <min(2, n), y/2<6(q) < 
min(1, n/2), and 0=0(q). Let t, E [w, O<u< 1, and I= [to -a, to +a]. 
Then 
lllG&Q, * h~,)h)lllxcl;q, 




CU’-~ IIIvI IIIx(I:q) i III~~lll2,m;~~ for vl ~W;q)andv2,v3 EL*‘~, 
j=2 
cu’-6 fi lIIvjIIIX(l;q)~ for v,EX(Z;q)(l<j<3), 
j=l 
where C= C(n, q, y) and 6 = 6(q). 
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Proof: Let p =n/S(q). We decompose Q, as Qy = Qy’+ Qia3’ with 
Q~)E Lp and Qiwo’~ L”. With Qy written in this form, we use Lemma 2.7 
and Holder’s and Young’s inequalities to obtain 
IIIG,,((Qy * (~~~z))~dlllx(l;q) 
Q C Ill(Q~’ * (uluz)h IIlq,,w;,+ C llItQ;-’ * (v1vz)h lll~,,;,. 
III (Qy’ * (u14h lllq~~ 
CU’-~ llQ~‘llp fi lll~~lll~,m;~~ Ill ~lllq,~;~~ 
j=l 
for ur, u2 E L2*Oo(Z), u3 E Lq”(Z), 
< 
1 
Cale6 IlQ:p)llp III01 IIIq,o;I fi IIIUjIII2,m;I, 
for u EL q.0 zoo 1 (I) u u E’i’ 9 29 3 (I) 9 
Ill (Q;==’ * (“1u2))u3 1112,l;I 
G Ca llQ~mo’ll oo fi IllUj Ill 2,rn:I, for u~EL*,~(Z), 1 <j<3. 
j=l 
These estimates prove the lemma. Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.9. Let y, q, 8, and m satisfy 0-c y < min(2, n/2), y/2 < S(q) < 
min( 1, n/2), 8 = 8(q), andm>(l+y)max(l/(2-y), l/(n/2-7)). Let t,, a, 
and Z be as in Lemma 2.8. Le’t QY, j be defined by Q,, j(x) = l/( 1x1 + l/j)’ for 
HEN. Thenfor ucX(Z;q), 
sup lIIGt~Qy,j4Il,~(l;q) G Cal-h IIl~lll~(~;q)~ 
jEN 
(2.21) 
IIlGt,(Qy,j - Qy,k)UIlIX(I:q) G Cal-’ II/j- llklY’” 
x III4II X(I:q)> j,kEN (2.22) 
where C = C(n, q, y) and S = S(q). 
Proof Let p = n/S(q). We decompose Qy, j as Qy,j = Vjp) + Vj”’ with 
SWjs ~ (II J’jp)llp + II vj”‘ll,) < Ch 4, Y). Then 
IIlGt,Qy,jUIII x(,;q) G C Ill ~~p’~III q’,~;, + C III ~~m)~lll 2,1;1 
G Ca1-s II vjp)llp Il1411q,e~~+ Ca II ~~co)llm 111~1112,1~1 
Gca1-s III~lllx(l;q,~ jE N, 
where we have used Lemma 2.7 and Holder’s inequality. Inequality (2.21) 
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follows from the above estimates. We next prove (2.22) by making a 
reduction. If we can show that for 0 < a <m and j, k E N, 
lQy,j -Q,,kI 6 (a II/j- l/kl)““” 
x (Qol(l+ l/m),j + Qcz(l+ l/m),k)r (2.23) 
then (2.22) will follow from (2.23) with a =y in the same way as in the 
proof of (2.21). To verify (2.23), we prove 
l(r+s)-a-(r+t)-“l <(a Is-tl)“‘” 
x((r+~)-~(‘~“~)+(r+t)-~(~+‘~~)), (2.24) 
for O<aQm and I, s, t>O. Now let f(o)=(r+~+~(~-r))-” for 
BE [0, 11. Then 
If(l)-f(o)1 <ji If’(a)1 da<a Is-r\ (f(l)““a+~(0)l’l’“) 
<a Is- t( (f(l)‘+ l/m +f(O)l+ l/m)(l+ l/a)(l+ l/m), (2.25) 
since 1 + l/m < 1 + l/a. On the other hand, 
If(l) -f(O)l 6 max(f(l), f(o)) 
< (f(l)l+l/m+f(0)1+l/m)ll(l+l/m). 
From (2.25t(2.26) we have 
If(l)--f(O)1 <(a Is-tl)“‘” (~(l)‘+‘~“+f(O)‘+‘~“), 
which is precisely (2.24). 
(2.26) 
Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.10. Let n > 2. Let y, q, and 0 satisfy 0 < y < min(2, n/2), y/2 < 
6(q) -C min( 1, n/2), and 8 = 8(q). Let m, t,, a, Z, and QY, j be as in Lemma 2.9. 
Then for u E X(Z; q) with Jo E X(Z; q), 
SUP IIIGtoJQy,j~lIl x(/;q) 
I’EN 
~~~1~6~lllJ~lllxc~~q, +(I + IhI) Il1411x~,:,~)~ 
IIIGt~J(Qy,j - Qy.k)uIII~(,;q) 
< Cal-’ I l/j- l/klY’” 
(2.27) 
x (IIlJ411xcl;q, + (1 + IhI) II1411x(I;q))’ j&e N (2.28) 
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Proof: Since JU E X(l; q), (2.21) leads to 
Therefore (2.27) will bollow if we can show that 
6 c~1~6(lllJw(l;q) + (1 + lbl) lllaY(I:q))~ (2.29) 
where [J, Qy,j] = JQ,,j - QY,jJ= -ity.~?Q,+ I,j. To prove (2.29) we dis- 
tinguish between two cases: (1) n 2 4. (2) n < 3. 
(1) When n 24, we decompose QY,, as Q = I’!‘) + V!“’ with 
supne N (11 I/:‘)IIr + (I VI”)11 ,) < C(n, q, y), where r’zn/(28(q) + i’). Note 
that l/q’=l/r+l/q-l/n, l/q-l/n=-6(q)/n+i-l/n > i-2/nbO. 
Then we use Holder’s inequality and Lemma 2.1 to obtain 
Ilq’)4l,. < c II vyllr IIJullq, 
so that the L.H.S. of (2.29) is dominated by 
CWb IIJq’)llr IIIJ4Ilq,&,+4l + Ikll) Il~jao)llm II14112,m,l) 
~c+w411x(l;g) + (1 + lkl) lIl4ll*(,;,))~ 
as required. 
(2) When IE = 2 or 3, we decompose QY,j as Q,,j = VI” + Vj”’ with 
SUpjc N (II Vj”ll r + II Vj”)ll ,) < C(n, q, y), where r = n/(26(q) + n/2 - 1). 
Note that r 2 1, l/q’ = l/r + (1 - 6)/n. Then we use Holder’s inequality and 
Lemma 2.1 to obtain 
IlWn,(, -6) G 
1 
c llJ~ll~‘2 Il~4I;‘* G C(IWl, + Il4,L if n=3; 
c IIJ416 lI~41’~d~Cw~II + IIW), if n = 2, 
so that (2.29) follows from these estimates. 
We now turn to (2.28). Inequality (2.22) implies 
IIlGto(Qy,j - Qy,/c) JuIII,Y(,;~) 
d cu’-s II/j-- llkl”” IIIJ~III ,ql;y) 
We deduce from (2.23) with c1= y + 1 that 
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ICJ, Qy,i-Qy,Jl GY I4 lQy+~,i-Q,+~,kI 
<y(y+ 1) 11/j- l/k)(y+l)‘m 
x (Q(y+ INI + l/m),j + Q,,+ I)(I+ l,m),J 
<y(y+ 1) II/j- l/klY’” 
x (Q(y+ I)(I+ l/m),j +Q, y+ lK1+ l/m),k )* 
The preceding argument therefore gives (2.28). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 2.11. Let UE C(R\(O}; L*). Then: 
(1) S-‘UE: C(R\{O}; L2). 
(2) Let kc N. Assume in addition that J”UE C@\(O); L*)for lcll 6 k. 
Then S-‘0, UEC((W\{O}; Lp)for all p such that O<G(p)<k (n>2k+ 1); 
0<6(p)<k (n=2k); 0<6(p)<n/2 (n<2k--1). 
Proof (1) The result follows from the inequality 
IIS(-t)~(t)--S(--z)~(~)ll 
G Il4t)-$~)ll+ ll(S(-t)-S(-~))~(~)ll. (2.30) 
(2) We use induction on k. Let k = 1. By Lemma 2.1 we obtain 
II Ii 
6 






where 6 =6(p). From (2.30), (2.31), and part (l), it follows that S-‘UE 
C(R\{O}; Lp). A n inequality similar to (2.30) implies that u E C(R\{O); Lp). 
This proves part (2) for k = 1. Let k 2 2 and assume that part (2) holds for 
k - 1. Let u satisfy J”u E C( R\ (0); Lp) for (a( < k. The result then follows 
from the induction hypothesis and the following inequalities derived from 
Lemma 2.1: 
11~11, G c c IlwIln’(q+n) IIIC,ll;‘(q+n), 
Ict( =k 
if n=2k-2,0<6(q)<k-1; 
11~11, Gc c II~WI” IIICIII:,“, 
Ial =k 
if n=2k-l,6(p)=n/2-++u,O<u<~; 
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if n=2k,6(p)=n/2-1+a,O<a<l; 




3. PRWFS OF THEOREMS l-5 
In order to derive various identities for solutions of (**), we need a 
regularization procedure. We first study the existence of sufficiently smooth 
solutions of regularized equations for (* *). 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let VE n,,, E N Hz0 be a real function. Let 4 E 9’. 
Then there exists u unique solution u E C’( [w; 9’) satisfying 
ia,u+$lu= Vu+(I/,* lz412)u=F(u) in C([w;sP), (3.1) 
u(0) = qi (3.2) 
Moreover, u satisfies the identities 
Ilu(t = 11411, tellx, (3.3) 
E(t) = E(O), tena, (3.4) 
E(t) = IlW)ll’ + 3 Wt), u(t)) + (( v2 * b12) 4th u(t)). 
Remark 3.1. There are related results by W. Hunziker [lo], 
N. Hayashi, K. Nakamitsu, and M. Tsutsumi [7], and N. Hayashi and 
Y. Tsutsumi [9]. 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. For integers m > 2, s > 0, and a compact 
interval Z= [ --a, a], a > 0, we define the following Banach space B”,“(Z) 
by B”~“(Z) = {v E C(Z; L2); U-‘v E C(Z; Hm,‘n HO,“)} with the norm 
lllvlII p.yIj=SUPtor (Ilv(t)ll,,0+ IV-t) v(t)ll0,,). Since i’U(-t)= W-t)J”, 
Ill . Ill wyr) is equivalent to the norm lllvlll = supIEI(& bm IlPv(t)ll + 
c ,BI Gs IIJ%(t)ll). For v E B”,“(Z) we define 
Mu = Ud - iGF( v). (3.5) 
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We first prove that U -‘F(u) E L”O(I; H”,’ n H”,S). We estimate 
U( -t) p(u(t)) in II”,’ by 
IIV-t) ~wMn,o G c c Il~“m~))ll 
Ial Cm 
G C(II ~IIm,O,m + Ilwl:,o) Il4~)Ilm,o~ (3.6) 
where we have used (2.6), (2.15) with p and q satisfying 
max(O, i- l/n) < l/p < 4 - max(y,, y,)/2n < l/q G i, 
and Lemma 2.1. We estimate U( - t) F(u(t)) in Ho,” by 
II U( - f) ~~~(~))llo,, G c 1 IIJ8m~))ll 
ISI GS 
6 cc II VII s,o,co(l + ItI”) 
+ Ilwl:,O~ II V-Q f4OllO,,~ 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
where we have used (2.6), (2.15) with p and q satisfying (3.7), and 
Lemma 2.1. Thus (3.6) and (3.8) prove our claim. Moreover, we have 
proved that Mv E B”*“(I), 
u - l av4u = ay - iU -lG a=@), I4 <m, (3.9) 
U-1J”Mu=x”q5-iU-‘GJB~(u), 181 Gs. (3.10) 
We denote by B, the closed ball in B”*“(Z) with radius p > 0. Let p = 
2(~~4~~,,o + Il~llo,S). We show that if a is small enough, then the map 
u H Mu preserves B, and is a contraction on B,. Let u E B,. Then by (3.5), 
(3.6), and (3.8) we obtain 
lll~~lll B-y,) G I1411m,o + Il4ll0,~ + a Ill~tU)lll w.q,j 
G P/2 + act1 + as + lll~lll &y,j) lll4ll2w(~) 
<p/2+aC( l+a”+ p2)p. (3.11) 
Let ul, u2 E B, and let w  = u1 - u2. By (3.9) and (3.10) we write 
ayiuul - MU,) = -iG ayF(q - F(u~)) 
= -iGP(Vw)-iGP((V,* Iu,12)w 
+ (V2 * (%)b2 + (V2 * (Gw))uz), 
J”(Mu, -Mu,) = -iGJB(p(ul) - F(u,)) 
= -iGJB(Vw)-iGJO((V,* Iu,12)w 
+ (V2 * (%))u* + (V* * (Gw))ud, 
5so/ss/2-8 
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so that we have 
IIIM~I - Mu2 III wylj G act1 + as + P’) lllu~ - u2 III wyIj (3.12) 
in the same way as before. Inequalities (3.11) and (3.12) prove that for 
some a, small enough, M is a contraction on B,, and hence M has a 
unique fixed point u E B,. Let Z, = [--a,, aJ. That unique fixed point 
u E B”, “(I,) satisfies the integral equation 
u = Uq5 - iG& u) (3.13) 
in B”-“(I,). It follows from (3.6) and (3.13) that u satisfies the differential 
equation 
ia,u + 1 Au = F(u) (3.14) 
in C(Z,,; Hme2~’ ). This implies the conservation laws 
IMf)ll = llt4l> (3.15) 
E(t) = .w), (3.16) 
for t E IO. These identities give an a priori estimate of the solution u in HI,‘. 
Indeed, by the definition of E(t) and by Lemmas 2.1-2.2, 
IlW~)ll’ 6 E(f) + 2 II f-7 00 IlW12 
+ Cki2 I14t)l14-Yk IIwt)llYk> (3.17) 
which when combined with (3.16t(3.17) leads to the desired estimates 
Il4f)ll 1.0 G C(II4II,,O)~ (3.18) 




the existence of global solution in B”,“= {UE C(R; H”*‘); W’UE 
C(R; HO,“)} will b e established if we can derive a priori control in B”*” of 
the solution from a priori estimates of the H ‘,O-norm. For this purpose we 
prove that every solution u E Bm*‘( [ -a, a]) of (3.13) with a > 0 satisfies the 
estimate 
IIIUIII wy-a,nj) G C~Wll,,o + Il~llO,~~~~~~~~~lI~II,,,~~~~. (3.20) 
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Let a > 0 and let u E B”‘,‘( [ -a, a]) satisfy (3.13) for ItI < a. Then u satisfies 
(3.15), (3.16) and (3.18) in the same t-interval, so that (3.20) follows from 
(3.6), (3.8), (3.19) with r replaced by 0, and Gronwall’s inequality. 
We have thus proved that there exists u E C,(R; Hi*‘) n B”,” satisfying 
(3.19) in ZZ”T~ n Ho,“. Since Y = n,,,, N (IPOn H”*S), we have U-‘ue 
C( R; Y). Moreover, from the expression u(t) = % exp( - i( t/2) 15 I*) 
4 - ’ U( - t) u(t), we find u E C( IR; Y). Then it follows from the integral 
equation that u E C’( R; Y) and that u satisfies the differential equation 
(3.1). The uniqueness of solutions follows by a standard argument (see also 
the proof of Theorem 1). Q.E.D. 
Proposition 3.1 gives the existence and uniqueness for solutions of the 
following regularized equation with dj E Y, j E N, 
id,u, + 1 Auj = Fj(uj) in C(R;Y), 
uj(o) = 4ji, 
(#) 
where the regularized interaction Fj is written as 
Fj(uj) = Vl,j~j + (I’, * Iuj12)uj with Vl,j = A,/(lxl + l/j)Y’. 
We already know that uj E C’(R; 9) and uj satisfies 
uj = U+dj - iGFj(uj) in C(R;Y), (3.21) 
Il”j(t)ll = lIdjill tER, (3.22) 
Ej(t)=Ej(o), te[W, (3.23) 
where 
Ej(t)= llvuj(t)l12+2(vl,juj(t)~ uj(t))+ (Cv2 * l”j12) uj(t)9 uj(t)). 
In the sequel we do not indicate the dependence of various constants on 
n, (A,>, (yk}, and we omit the time variable t of u(t), uj(t), u(t), uj(t), etc., 
when this will not cause confusion. With each q E Z we associate 0 and q 
by 8 = O(q) and q = 1-6(q), respectively, In what follows we define m, = 
(1 +Yl)~maW/(2-yl)~ M~/2-~l)). 
In order to study the boundedness and convergence of approximate 
solutions, it is convenient to work in X(Z; q) and its subspaces defined by 
the following 
Notation 3. For ZE N, qE Z, and an interval Zc R, 
X,(I;q)= {~~X(z;q);JauEXm3), Ial G!}, 
Y(I;q)= {UEX(z; q);J*uECb(l;L*), [ccl <2}. 
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The associated norms are defined respectively by 
IlMll X,(&q) = c IIIJa411 X(I:q), 
lal <I 
lll4ll Y(I;q) = lll~lllX(,;,) + c llIJa411*,oa;,. 
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For a compact interval Z= [ ---a, a], a > 0, we follow the notational 
conventions made in Notation 2. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let 4 E L2 and let {dj} be a sequence in Y such that #j --+ 4 
in L2 as j-co. Let u~EC’(R;Y) be the solution of (#). Let qelY Then 
for any T> 0, there exists a constant C, = C(T, 4, S’JPje N Il4j II ) such that 
suP lll”j Ill X(T;y) G cT, (3.24) 
jsN 
III”j - uklIIx(~;~) G cTCl14j -4k II + 11/j- l/kly”m), j, kE N, m >mo. 
(3.25) 
Proof Let to, a, and Z be as in Lemma 2.8. Since uj satisfies 
uj(t) = u(t) UC-to) uj(to) - i(Gt,&(uj))(th tell& (3.26) 
we obtain by Lemmas 2.7-2.9 and (3.22), 
Ill”jIIIX(l;q) G cI Il#jll + C2av(1 + l14jl12) IIl”jIIIX(l;q)~ (3.27) 
where C, = C(q). We define C2 = supjEN Ilbjll, a, = min(1, 
(2Cl(l+ Cz))-l’q). Then (3.27) leads to 
lll”j 1114. @I6 lll”jlll X(l;q) G 2c1 c29 for . 1 a E (0, a,], 
from which we get 
IIIUjIIIq,&~-T,T~ G 2C, C,( T/a, + 2)““, for T>O. 
Thus 
lll~jlIlx(T;g) GCc,G +2CIC2(Th +2)‘? for T>O. (3.28) 
This proves (3.24). Now let ujk = uj - I.+ Using (3.26), we write 
ujk = u(‘) U(-tO) ujk(fO)-iGt~(V~,kujk + tvl,j - Vl,k)Uk) 
- iG,((V2 * l”k12)ujk 
+ (v2 * (ujkG))“j + (v2 * (Guk))“j). (3.29) 
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By Lemmas 2.7-2.9 and (3.25) we obtain 
IIIvjk IIIX(l;q) G c3 Il”jk(tO)ll 
+ c,aq I l/j- WIY”” llluklll X(l;q) 
+ C3av(1 + lldjll” + II#k II’) Illnjk lIlX((;q)~ (3.30) 
where C3 = C(q). We define a2 =min(l, (2C3(1 +2C:))-I’?). Then (3.30) 
leads to 
Illvjk lIIX(l;q) G 2c3 Il”jk(tO)ll + I l/j- l/kly”m IIl”k lIlX(l;q)~ (3.31) 
For a~ (0, a2]. Let f0 =O. Then (3.31) gives 
IIIVjklllX(q;q) G 2c3 ll4j -#k II + Illi- l/kly”” lllU/cIIIX(a~;q)~ (3.32) 
Thus ~~u,k(_+a,)~~ is estimated in terms of //4j -ql,(/ and /Z/j- f/k/y1? 
Moreover, Illujk Ill x([~,2a2~;Y) and Illqk Ill x(c-z~~,oI;~) can be controlled 
similarly, if we let to = a2 and to = -a2 in (3.31), respectively. Since a2 
depends only on n, 9, {A,>, {yk}, and supjc N Il#j (I, we iterate this process 
to obtain estimates for IIIuj,c IIIx(~(*~- I)oZ,(fl+ l)a2~;4)7 1~ N, through 
ll#j - 4k II and I l/j - llkl yl”“. In fact, by induction on IE N, we see that 
IIIVik~~~x(~(~~-l)a2,(fl+l)aZ];q) 
d c(q, I) ll4j - dk II + c(Y~ l) 
’ 1 l/j- l/klY”m Ibk h’((I+ l)a~;q)’ (3.33) 
Inequalities (3.24) and (3.33) then yield (3.25). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let n 2 2. Let +4 E Ho*’ 
that bj + 4 in Ho,’ 
and let (#ji> be a sequence in 9’ such 
as j-w. Let UjEC’(R;Y) be the solution of (#). 
Let q E: IY Then for any T > 0, there exists a constant C, = C( T, q, 
supje N lMj II 0, 1 1 such that 
suP lll”j Ill Xl(T;q) S CT, 
jsN 
(3.34) 
IIIuj-ukIIIx,(T;q) 6C~(II$j-dk110,1 +~l/j-l/~l”‘“), 
for j,kEN,m>m,. (3.35) 
Proof: It suffices to prove 
(3.36) 
III-‘uj -Ju,lllx(.;,) GC,(ll4j -4kI)0,1 +11/j- l/kl”‘“). (3.37) 
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Let t,, a, and Z be as in Lemma 2.8. From the relation [J, V, * lui12] = 
2iV2 * (Im(qJuj)), it follows that 
(Juj)(t) = u(t) UC -t,)(Juj)(t,) - i(Gt,JF,(uj))(t) 
= u(f) u( - fo)(Juj)(to) - i(Gt,Jf’l,juj)(t) 
-i(Gto((V~ * lujl’) Ju, 
- 2( v2 * MqJuj))) u,))(f). 
By Lemmas 2.7, 2.8, 2.10, and (3.22), we obtain from (3.38) 
IIIJ”jlllX(I:q) G c5 IIJ”j(tO)ll 
(3.38) 
+ C5aq(1 + Il4jll’) IIIJ”jIIIX(~;q)~ (3.39) 
where C, = C(q). We define a3 =min(l, (2Cs(1 + C:)))“?). Let to =O. 
Then by (3.39), IIIJ~jlllxc~l;q, is bounded by 2C5 IIx$~II. Starting from this 
fact, we obtain (3.34) after finite steps by the same method as in the proof 
of Lemma 3.1. We now turn to (3.35). Let ujk = uj - uk. Using (3.38), we 
write 
JUjk = ut.1 u(-tO)(JUj~)(t,) 
- iGtoJ( vl,jujk + (ff,,j - VI,,)U/~) 
-iGtt3((v2 * lujl’) JUj,c 
+ (I’, * (qujk +I$uk)) Juk) 
+ 2G,,(( V, * (Im(G JUj)))Uj + (V2 * (Im(ti;Jujk)))uj 
+ (v2 * (ImGGJu,)))uj~). (3.40) 
By Lemmas 2.7, 2.8, 2.10, and (3.22), we obtain from (3.40) 
II/JUj/cIIl~~~;q~ G C6 IIJUj!c(to)ll 
+GaYl+ IhI) 
x 1 + C (ll4~ll’+ IIlJ~~lll&,;q)) III~j~IIl~~~;y~ 
( I=k,J > 
+C,aqI1/j-l/k(“‘“(l+If,I)Il/uklI/,(,;,,, (3.41) 
where C, = C(q). III Jv/k III ,x-(~;~) which appears in the second term on the 
R.H.S. of (3.41) can be handled as before, while the last two terms can be 
estimated by (3.24), (3.25) and (3.36). Therefore the same argument as in 
the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows (3.35). Q.E.D. 
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LEMMA 3.3. Let 4 E Ho.2 and let {dj} be a sequence in Y such that 
dj -+cj in H”x2 asj-+oo.Let~~EC’([W;Y)bethesolutionof(#).Thenfor 
any T > 0, there exists a constant CT = C( T, q, supje N I[#j 11 o,2) such that 
suP IIl”j III Y(I;y)? suP lll~~j Ill X(&y) G CT, 
jcN jsN 
Illuj - ukl/l Y(/;y)> IllKuj -Kuk Ill x(&y) 




Proof: We first derive an integral equation for Kuj. We compute (with 
uEC1(R;9)) 
[K, L] = (J2 + 2t2L)L - L(J2 + 2t’L) 
= 2( t2L2 - Lt2L) = - 4itL, 
[K, Vl,j] = -2t[A, V,,j] =2itx.VV,,+ 
[A, V2 * lul’] = i(Im(A( V2 * lu12))) + i(n/2) V2 * lul2 
= iIm( V, * (A lu12) 
+ [A, V2 *] lu12)+ i(n/2) V2 * lu12 
= 2iV2 * Im(iTAu) 
+iIm([A, V2*] lu12)+niV2* 1211~ 
= 2iV, * (Im(iL4u)) + [A, V] * IuI’, 
[K, V2 * lu12] = -2t[A, V2 * lu12] + 2it2 a,( V2 * 1~1’) 
= -4itV, * (Im(zX4u)) 
+4itV, * (Re(iYa,u))-2t[A, V2] * lu12 
= 2iV2 * (Im(UKu)) - 2t[A, V,] * AUNT. 
We now let L act on Kuj, 
LKuj = KLu, + 4itLuj = KFj( uj) + 4itFj ( uj) 
=(Vlj+V2* luj12)Kuj 
+ [K, V,,j + V2 * lu,12] uj +4itfj(uj) 
=(V,,i+V2*luj[2)Kuj+2i(V2*(Im(~Kuj)))uj 
+4it(P,,j + r2 * luj12)uj, (3.44) 
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where 
B1.j = Vl,j + (i12)CA, vl,j] = vl,j + (ijx ‘vvl,j, 
8, = v* + (i/2)[A, V*] = v* + (i,x .vv*. 
On the other hand, we have 
(KUj)(r)=U(l-t())(KUj)(t,)+Jt~~(U(t-S)KUj(S))dS 
= u ( t )  u(-rO)(Kuj)(tO) 
- i(Gt,LKuj)(t), t, to E R. (3.45) 
Using (3.44) and (3.45), we estimate IllZ&jIIIXcl;4,, where Z is as in 
Lemma 2.8. We put (3.44) into (3.45), and use Lemmas 2.7-2.9 to obtain 
IIIKujlllX~~;q~ 6 c7 IIKuj(tO)ll + C7av(1 + ll~jll*) IIIKujlllX~l;q~ 
+ C7a’l(1 + I14jl12)(1 + ltCl12) III”jlllX(l;y)~ (3.46) 
where C, = C(q). Since (Ku,)(O) = 1x1’ dj, we obtain the second part of 
(3.42) by the iterative use of (3.46) as in the proofs of Lemmas 3.1-3.2. We 
next estimate (llJ*Uj 111 2,03;,T, where I, = [ - T, T], T> 0. From the relation 
J2uj = Kuj - 2t2Luj = Kuj - 2t2F(uj), it follows that 
IIIJ*UjIII2,ao;,TG IIIK~jll12,m;~r+~ SUP t* llr’;.(uj(t))II* (3.47) 
111 ST 
Ket q E Z and 6 = h(q). By (2.11) we have 
suP t2 II V1,j”j(c)ll 
III s T 
Q CT* Ildjll + CT2-26 ll@jll ‘e-6 lIIJ*~jIII~,~;~~~ 
By (2.15) and Lemma 2.1 we have 
suP t2 Il(v* l”j12) uj(t)ll 
It1 < T  
(3.48) 
<CT2 l14jl13+CT2-26 lldjl13-6 IllJ2~jlll~,co;~~~ (3.49) 
Since 6 < 1, we conclude from (3.47k(3.49) that lllJ*~~~~~~,,;,, is bounded 
by C(T, q, supj, N ll~jjll,,,). Therefore the first part of (3.42) follows from 
(3.24) and the inequality 
ILWII = IIW-t)Gll 
s II Id2 Ut-t)~lll’* IIu-t)+ll”* 
= llJ”i4 1’2 11~11 ’2. (3.50) 
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We turn to (3.43). Let ujk = uj - uk. Using (3.44)-(3.45), we write 
Kujk = U(a) U( - t,)(Kujk)(tO) - iG,,LKujk, (3.51) 
with 
LKUjk = VKUjk +(V,,j - VI,,-)KUk + (V* ~Uj~')KUj~ 
+ (V2 * (GUj + i&ujk)) Kuk 
+ 2i( V, * (Irn(~Kuj)))uj 
+ 2i( I’2 * (Im(&KQ)))Uj 
+ 2i( V2 * (Im(qKuk)))ujk 
+ 4itF,, jujk + 4it( P,, j - B,,,)u, 
+ 4it( V2 * IUjl*)Ujk 
+ 4it( V2 * (f$Uj + qUjk))Uk. 
By Lemmas 2.7-2.9, we obtain from (3.51) to (3.52) 
IllKUj/c Ill .~(f;q) G Cs IIKUj/c(tO)ll 
+ Cga4(1 + Il4jll’+ Il$/cll*) IlIKUj/clllx(~q) 
+ Gel + lbl) 
(3.52) 
x 1 + 1 (Ilhll*+ IllfW:,,;, 
( 
)) Ill ujk Ill X(l;q) 
I=j,k 
+ C,a” 11/j- l/kly”m 
x (1 + 1 to I)( IIiKuk 111 X(l;q) + bk 111 X-W), (3.53) 
where CS = C(q). The second part of (3.43) follows from (3.42) and (3.53) 
in the same way as before. It remains to estimate lllJ2ujk II/ 2,m;,+. We write 
J*Ujk = KUjk - 2t*( VI, jUjk + (V,,j - I/,,k)uk 
+ (v2 * lujl’)ujk + (v2 * (&uj +&ujlc))uk). (3.54) 
By Lemmas 2.8-2.9, we obtain from (3.54) 
Ill J*vjk III 2,m;1 G IIIKUj/c III 2,m:1 
+ 2 sup t*( II vl, j”jk II + II (v1.j - vl,kl”k II ) 
1PI 
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where C, = C(q). In the same way as in the derivation of (3.48), 
2 suP t2(lI vl, j"jk II + II ( vl, j - vl,/c)“/c II 1 
tsl 
G cIOU + 11012) IlI”jkll12,co;l 
+ clO suP (tt2 Il”jk(t)ll )I-’ IIJ2ujk(t)ll”) 
rer 
+ Cl0 II/j- wly”m (Cl+ Ib12) llhll 
+ sup (Cl2 llh II ra IIJ2%c(N”))~ 
YEI 
(3.55) 
where C,, = C(q). Since 6 < 1, the R.H.S. of (3.55) is bounded by 
c(l + ltCl12) lII”jkll12,m;l +($I lIIJ2ujkll12,cr;l 
+ c 1 l/j- l/klyl’m ((1 + lb12) Ilhcll + IIIJ2~kll12,m;,)~ 
so that ~~~J2ujk /l(2,m;, is estimated by 
2 IIIKuj/cIII*~m;~+c(l + ItO12)(l + lIdjill’+ I14kl12) lII”jklllX(l;q) 
+ c 1 l/j- l/klY”” ((1 + lkl12) Ildkll + lIIJ2dl12,m;l). 
This leads to the global estimate 
lllJ2ujk Ill *,co;,r d 2 IllKujk Ill 2,co;l~ + c(T, 49 suP ll4jllO.2) 
jcN 
x (111~. Ill + II/j- Wly”“)~ Jk X(~.Y) 
for T> 0, which implies the first part of (3.43). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.4. Let 1 E N. Let 4 E Ho,’ and let { dj} be a sequence in Y such 
that dj + 4 in Ho*’ as j *co. LetujEC1(R;9)bethesolulionof(#)with 
Fj(uj) replaced by ( V2 * Iuj I *) uj. Let q E I’. Then for any T> 0, there exists 
a constant C, = C( T, q, I, supje N jl~jll,,,) such that 
suP lll”j Ill X,(T;q) d cT9 
jsN 
(3.56) 
III’j -‘k lIl~,(T;q) d CT . IIbj -@k Ilo,i, for j, kE N. (3.57) 
Proof We use induction on I E N u (0). For I= 0, the lemma reduces 
to Lemma 3.1. Now let 12 1 and assume that (3.56)-(3.57) hold for I- 1. 
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It is suflicient to prove 
sup c IIIJ*uj III X(,;q) d C,, 
iEN ILxl=l 
Let t,, a, and I be as in Lemma 2.8. From (3.26) we have 
J”uj=U(.) U(-t,)(J”uj)(t,)-iG,,(V,* (uj12)Jbuj 
- iG,& V, * (Zi;J%, + (- 1)‘“’ uj.Puj))uj 
-i 
(- 1)‘“” . a! 
.,+a;,,=. r-I:=1 a,! 
al.W.a3fa 
x G,,( I’, * (J”‘uj Ja2uj)) Ja3uj, Ia\ = 1. 
By Lemmas 2.7-2.8, we obtain from (3.60) 






where C,, = C(q, 1). The second term in the R.H.S. of (3.61) is treated as 
in the proofs of Lemmas 3.1-3.3, while the third term is controlled by using 
the induction hypothesis. Repeating this process by the same length of 
intervals, we obtain (3.58). To prove (3.59), we write equations (3.60) for 
J”uj and for Jc(uk, subtract the results, and use Lemmas 2.7-2.8, (3.58), 
with the induction hypothesis. Q.E.D. 
Notation 4. Let u E X and let { uj} be a sequence in X. We write uj + u 
in X as j + co, if uj + u in C( [w; L*) and in Ly,,4)(lR; L4) for any q E f, as 
j+ CO. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Let (dj} and (u,} be as in Lemma 3.1. It follows 
from Lemma 3.1 that there exists u E ?K such that uj + u in !Z” as j + co. 
Then the conservation of L*-norm follows from (3.22), and therefore 
u E Cb(lR; L’). As in the proofs of Lemmas 2.8-2.9, we find F(U) E 
L”(R; L2) + (-) qe,- Lfi,( [w; L4’), so that GF(u) E !Z. Moreover, an argument 
similar to the proof of Lemma 3.1 shows that GF’(uj) + GF(u) in % as 
j + co. Taking the limit j -+ co in (3.21) we have (*) as an identity in X,, 
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since U, U# E C,(R; ~5’). We now prove the uniqueness of solutions in the 
space C(R; L2) n Lfb,(R; L*) for all q E ZT Let 24, u E C(lF!; L2) n LfO,(R; L4) 
satisfy the integral equation. Define I= { 1 E R; u(t) = o(t) in L2}. We show 
that I= R. It is enough to show that ? is an open subset of R. Let to E 7, 
Z(a)= [to -a, t, +a] for O<a< 1, and let ~=rnax(Il(ulll~,~;~(~), 
(I)t~111~,~;,(~)). From Lemmas 2.8-2.9 and the relation 
u-u= U(.) U(-t,)(u(t,)-u(t,))-iG,,(F(u)-F(u)) 
= -iG,oVl(u-u)-iG,((V2* lul*)u-(V,* Ju(*)u), 
it follows that 
lb - 4 X(f(a);q) < C(q) 01 + P2) lb- 411X(,(,);,). 
This implies (to -a, t, + a) c r” for some a > 0, as was to be shown. We 
have thus proved parts (1) and (2). We next prove part (3). In view of 
(l)-(2), it suffices to show F(U) E C&F!; He2vo). Let $ E ZS2,‘. By 
Lemmas 2.4 and 2.1, we have 
I(v,u(t)> Cc/II s IMt)ll II~,~ll G c 11~11 ll~ll2,Q~ tfz[W, 
I( V,(u(t) - 4~)), $11 d c lb(t)- 4~)ll 114+112,0~ t,tElR. 
By Holder’s inequality and Lemma 2.1, we have 
I(( v2 * 14’) 4th $11 
G l14N2 II v2 * (u(t) $)II, 
g c 11~11” (b(t) $111 + Ildt) t41/(1/2+l,r)) 
G c 11411’ Ib(Gll (lItill + 11~11,)~ c 114113 Ilv9ll2,O~ tER, 
with r satisfying max($ - 2/n, 0) < l/r < f - max(y,, 7,)/n, 
I((V2 * b12) u(t)- (V2 * b12) U(~), $)I 
G c II4t) - 4~111 11~11’ 11~112,0~ t, z E R. 
These estimates prove that F(U) E Cb(R; Hp2yo), as required. It remains to 
prove part (4). Let H and Hj be the self-adjoint operators defined by H= 
-(;)A+ V,, Hi= -(i)A+ V,,j, with the domains D(H)=D(Hi)=HZso, 
respectively. By Proposition 3.1, we have uj(t) =exp( -itHj)bj. In a way 
similar to (2.23), for $ E H2,’ and m > m,, 
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This gives 
ll(Hj + i)-’ - (H+ nl.@;L2) 
= II(Hj+i)-’ (H-Hj)(H+i)-‘ll~~LZ;L2) 
< II(H-Hj)(H+i)-111~~~2;L2) -*O as j+co. 
Therefore from the Trotter-Kato theorem, it follows that for T > 0, 
sup I(exp( - itHj)q5 - exp( - itH)41\ + 0 as j+co. 
I4 < T 
Thus we obtain 
SUP II4~)--xp(-W4ll 
IrIG T 
d SUP IlU(t)-Uj(t)ll + SUP Iluj(t)-eXp(-itHj)~l( 
Ifl < T Irl=ST 
+ Sup IleXp(-itHj)$-exp(-itH)&I 
111 CT 
= suP Il”(t)-uj(t)ll + l14ji411 
IrI=ST 
+ sup Ilexp( -itHj)q5-exp( -itH)dII 40 as j+ co. Q.E.D. 
Ifl=sT 
LEMMA 3.5. Let 4 E Ho*’ and let {#j} be a sequence in Y such that 
cjj -+I$ in Ho,’ as j+oo. Let uj~C1(R;9’) be the solution of (#). Then 
there exists a constant C= C(supj, N ll$jjllo,,) such that 
SUP IIJUj(t)ll Gc’tl + ItI), fE[W. 
jeN 
Proof. Let LX~(~)=~~JU~I(~+~~~(V,,~U~, uj)+t2((I/Z * Iu~]~)u~, uj). A 
direct calculation shows 
~OZj(l)=4t(B,,jUj,Uj)+2t((V2* lUj12)Uj,Uj), tER, (3.62) 
where Pi, j and p2 are as in (3.44). Let q E f. Let E > 0 be sufficiently small. 
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 2.4, we have 
I ( vl, j"j9 uj)l 
G C(E) IIQljl12+Et-2 IIJujl12v tE Iw\{O), (3.63) 
I( pI, j”j9 uj)l 
c I14jl12 + c ItI -” l14jl12-26 t1 + llJujl12), IE ~\{O}, (3.64) 
C(E) I14jl12+Ef-2 IIJujl129 tER\{ol, (3.65) 
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where 6 = d(q). By Lemmas 2.1-2.2, we have 
I((& * l”jl l”j3 uj)l 
k=2 
I(tv2 * l”j12)uj3 u,)l 
1 
ck$2 ItlpYk I14jl14--Yk(1 + llJujI12), tE R\(O), 
< 
C(E) i Il~jl12(4-yK)‘(2--Yk)+&t-2 l/JUjl12, t E R\(O). 
k=2 
By (3.63), (3.66) and by the definition of ai( we obtain 
IIJ~j(t)l12~2~j(t)+C(Sup l14jll)t2, tE R. 
jeN 





~Ilx4jl12+C12(1+t2)+ ~‘S(s)llJujl12ds~ t E R, (3.70) 
0 
where Cl2 = C(supj, N llcjjjll) and g(s)= IsI~-~~+C:=~ Is(‘-~~. Gronwall’s 
inequality applied to (3.69)-(3.70) results in 
IlJuj(t)l12~C(suP IIdjllO,l)~(l + t2) 
jeN 
xexP(C(W ll#jll) .(I + t2)). 
jeFd 
(3.71) 
We now improve this estimate as regards the growth order in time. By 
(3.62), (3.65), (3.68), we have 
$ Ct-lajtt)) G ct:rE ll4jllO,I)~ tE R\(O), 
and therefore 
Iajtt)l d ltl max(lcl,(l)l, I”j(-l)l) 
+ c(suP l14jll)t2v (tl > 1. 
jEN 
(3.72) 
The lemma then follows from (3.69), (3.71), and (3.72). Q.E.D. 
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PROPOSITION 3.2. Let #EHO,~ and let u E .!?& the solution of (*). Then: 
(1) Ju E C( R; L*). Moreover, Ju has the estimate 
II-wtN ~cwllo,1)~(1 + ItI), tc[W. (3.73) 
(2) Let cr(t) = IIJu(t)ll’+ 2t*( V1u(t), u(t))+ t*(( V, * 1~1’) u(t), u(t)). 
Then cx is absolutely continuous on R and satisfies the identity 
U.(t)=C((t)+4Jrs{(v+,U) 
r 
+ $((r2 * I~*)u, 4> 6 t, f E R. (3.74) 
(3) Let {4jj> b e a sequence in 9’ such that dj + 4 in Ho*’ as j+ co. 
Let ujbe thesolutionof (#). Then Up’uj-+U-‘uin C(lR;H”*l)asj+~. 
ProoJ Let {dj} and { uj} b e as in part (3). It follows from Lemma 3.5 
and Theorem 1 that Ju E C,(R; L*) and Ju has the estimate (3.73). 
Moreover, Ju,(t) + A(t) weakly in L* uniformly on compact t-intervals as 
j + co. Namely, for any II/ E L* and T> 0, 
suP I(Juj(t)-Ju(t), $11 +O as j+co. (3.75) 
Ill C T 
We proceed to part (2). It suffices to prove, for any to, t, E IR, 
(3.76) 
where a(t) = t( F, u(t), u(t)) + (t/2)( ( v2 * IuI ‘) u(t), u(t)). (Estimates similar 
to (3.63)-(3.68) imply that every term in a(t) or in E(t) is finite for all 
tE R.) 
In order to prove (3.76), we approximate u( to) by a sequence { tij} in Y 
such that U( - to) $j + U( -to) u( to) in Ho*’ as j -+ co, and we consider the 
integral equation 
Vi(t) = U(t- to)ll’j - i(Gt,f”(uj))(th tfz[W. (3.77) 
Let q E r. We already know that (3.77) has a unique solution uj E C’(R; Y) 
satisfying 
Il”j(t)ll = IIIc/ill~ te[W, (3.78) 
IIJuj(t)l12+2t2(Vl,juj(t)~ uj(r)) + t2((v2 * l”j12) uj(t), uj(t)) 
= IIJ(tO)~jl12+2t~(Vl,j~j~ $j)+ ti((V2 * l~jl*)~jLj, +jli, 
+4~~~s{(B,.juj,uj)+f((P** lu,i*)~j~ui)}d~, t E R. (3.79) 
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Moreover, for any T> 0, { ui} is a Cauchy sequence in X( [to - T, 
to + Tl; d, and {Ai) is a bounded sequence in C,( [to - T, to + T]; L’). 
The same argument as in the proof of Theorem 1 shows that there exists 
v E %b satisfying vi + v in % as j + co, and 
v(t) = u(t - to) u(to) - i(G,F(v))(t), tfF[W. 
The uniqueness of the integral equation implies u = v. Consequently, vI -+ v 
in .Y as j + co, and hi(t) 4 h(t) weakly in L2 uniformly on compact 
t-intervals as j+ 00. We now derive (3.76) from (3.79) by a limiting 
argument. We consider the convergence of each term in (3.79). Let m > m,. 
By (2.8), (2.23), and (3.78), we obtain 
t2 I(vl,jvj9 vj)-(vlu, u)l 
G t2 I(tvl,j - vl)vj, vj)l 
+t2 I(V,(vj-U),Vj)( +t2 J(V,U,Vj-U)( 
~cj-y”mOfI lllclll + ltl’-6 ll$jlll-’ llJvjll’)2 
+Ct2(Illl/iII + 11411) IIvj-uII 
+c lt12-26 (ll1l/jll + 11411)1-6 llvj-ull’~s 
x ( IlJVj II + IWI J2? 
and therefore, for any T> 0, 




sup s(( qjvj, Vj) - (P,u, u)) ds 
It--1OIGT 10
<Cj-y”“‘(TII$~lI + T’-’ II$jlll-s SUP ~~Jv~~~‘)~ 
If--f01 G T 
+CT2(Ill(/iII + 11411) SUP Iluj-ull If--rol=sT 
+CT2-26(ll$jll + I1411)‘-s 
’ suP (Ilvj-ulll~d (llJvjll + llJull)26) If--101 <T 
+O as j-co. (3.81) 
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By Lemmas 2.1-2.2, we obtain 
<c sup IlUj --UII i It)2-yk 
Ir--lOldT k=2 
’ (ll~jll + lldll)3-‘” (llJujII + llJull)‘k) 




’ S(((v* * I”j12)uj~ uj)-((v2 * l”12)4 u)) ds 
II - 101 6 T 10 
<’ 5 T2-Yk(ll~jll + l1411)3~‘k 
k=2 
suP (Il”j-ull (IIJujll + llJull)‘“) 
lI--rol~T 
+O as j+co. (3.83) 
Taking the limit inferior j+ 00 in (3.79), we obtain (3.76), since 
Juj(t,) --f Ju(t,) weakly in L* as j + co. We have thus proved the identity 
(3.74). Moreover, estimates similar to (3.81), (3.83) imply that B is locally 
integrable on Iw, so that a is absolutely continuous on R. We also find 
from (3.80) and (3.82) that the maps TV t*( Vru(t), u(t)) and f++ 
t*(( V, * lul*) u(t), u(t)) are continuous on R, and therefore t H IIJu(t)ll* is 
continuous on 0% This gives JU E C(W; L*). It remains to prove part (3). We 
claim that for any T > 0, 
suP I IIJuj(t)l12- IIJu(t)l121 -to as j-+cg. (3.84) 
IdCT 
To prove this, we write IIJuj(t)l12 - IIJu(t)ll* as 
Ilx~jll2~Ilx~ll2+2t2~~V~,jUj~Uj~~~~/IU~U~~+t2~~~V2* l”j12)uj~uj) 
-(Cv2* l”12~u~u~~+4~~s~~~~u~u~~~B~,j~j~U,~~ds 
++w* * Iu~*)u, u)- (( F2 * Ujl’)Uj, ~j)) dS. 
Convergence (3.84) then follows by applying estimates similar to 
(3.80~(3.83) to the R.H.S. of the above identity. In order to prove part (3), 
SSOjSSjZ-9 
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we suppose that this does not hold, and we deduce a contradiction. We 
already know by the proof of Theorem 1 that uj -+ u in C( R; L’) as j + co. 
Then there exist T, E > 0 and a subsequence denoted again by {JUT}, such 
that 
suP IIJuj(t)-J~(t)ll 283 for all Jo fU 
Irl<T 
We choose a sequence { tj} c [ - T, T] such that 
IIJuj(tj)-Ju(cj)ll 2&/T for all Jo N. (3.85) 
Then there exists a subsequence {jk) c N and t, E [ - T, T] such that j, < 
j, < ... < j, t co and tjk + to as k + 00. By (3.75), for any $ E L2, 
I(Juj~(tj~)-Ju(tj~), $)I G SUP l(Jujk(t)-JU(t), @)l 
111 CT 
-+O as j-,00. (3.86) 
Now we write 
llJujkCtj~) - J”(tj~)l12 = 1l.k + Z2,k, 
where 
We obtain 
lim Zl,k = 0 
k-m 
by (3.84), 
by (3.86) and by the fact that .ZUE C(W; L2). Hence 
lim 
k-co 
IIJUj,( ti,) - JU( tjk)ll = 0, 
which contradicts (3.85). Q.E.D. 
LEMMA 3.6. Let 4 E Ho*2 and let {bj} be a sequence in 9’ such that 
qSj -4 in Ho*= as j + co. Let u,~ E C’(R; 9’) be the solution of ( # ). Let 
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P(t)= IIJ2Uj(t)+2t2Fj(Uj(t))l12-4t2(V2 * (Im(qJUj(t))), Im(q Juj( t))). 
Then pi satisfies the identity 
f Pi(t)= -8t(V2 * (Im(qJu,(t))), Im(qJuj(t))) 
+8tRe(J2uj(t)+2t2Fj(uj(t)), (v,,j+ p2* l~~1~)u,(t)) 
l i-d(v, * (Im(qJ2#j(t))), IJ~j(t)l~ +2t2Fj(Uj(t)) ~j(t)), tE R. 
(3.87) 
Moreooer, there exists a constant C = C(supj, N Il$j llo,2) such that 
sup II.Puj(t)ll < C(1 + Itl)2(3PYo)‘(z-Yo), jE[W. (3.88) 
jeN 
If in addition 1, = A3 = 0, then there exists a constant C independent of j E N 
such that 
IIJ2uj(t)ll G c Il4jll,2 t1 + Itlj29 CELL!, jEN. (3.89) 
Proof. Let uj(t)=S(-t)uj(t) for t#O. Then uj~C’(R\{O);~) and Vj 
satisfies the differential equation (see [8]): 
ia,uj+~duj=fAuj+Fj(uj), CE R\(O). (3.90) 
Equation (3.87) can be obtained from (3.90). For the proof of (3.87), we 
refer the reader to J. Ginibre [16], since the original proof is rather 
complicated. 
We now turn to (3.88k(3.89). Since we already know (3.42), we prove 
(3.88~(3.89) only for the case (tl > 1. From Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 3.5, it 
follows that 
( t2( V2 * (Im(q Juj)), Im(q JUj))l 
+ It2( V2 * (Im@ Jui)), Im(qJJui))l 
<c i (t12-Yk I(.hjl12+yk I14jl12-yk 
k=2 
G c(suP Il~jl10,1)t4~ 
jeiw 
(3.91) 
Then by the definition of pi and by (3.47~(3.49), we obtain 
IIJ2uj(t)l12~ IIKuj(f)l12~28j(t)+C(suP I14jl10,1)t4~ 
jcN 
(3.92) 
llJ2uj(t)l12~2 IlKuj(t)l12+ c(suP I14jl10,1)t4. (3.93) 
jeN 
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From (3.87), we get 
& (r3pj(t)) = -3tr4 JJKu,JJ2 
+ 12t-*( V, * (Im(qJui)), Irn(qJui)) 
- W”( V2 * (Im(~.$)), Im(ii;. Jz+)) 
+ 4tr3 Im( V, * (q J’uj), lJuj I*) 
+ 8tr’ Im( V2 * (q Ju,), V,,j luj12 
+8r-‘Im(V,*(ii;:J’uj),(V** l”j12) IUjl’) 
+ 8te2 Re(Kuj, (VI + P, * luj12) Uj). (3.94) 
We estimate the last four terms on the R.H.S. of (3.94). Let E > 0 be 
sufficiently small. By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, and 3.5, we have 
(Iv3 Im(V, * (qJ2Uj), IJUj12)I 
k=2 
<&t-4 llJ2UjI12+C(SUP l]djll,,,,E) lt14’(2--y0)~ (3.95) 
jeN 
We claim that 
It-’ Im(V, * (qJ2Uj), v,,j lUjl’)l 
<&t-4 llJ2Ujl12+ C(SUp II$jllO,l, E) It14’(2-yyD). 
jeN 
(3.96) 
To prove (3.96), we distinguish between two cases: (1) n < 2. (2) n > 3. 
(1) When n < 2, we choose q so that max(y,, y,)/4 < 6(q) <n/2. Then by 
Holder’s inequality and Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 3.5, we have 
II vl,j IUj12112n/(2n--yk) 
Gc’(llujII~+ IIUjIl&/(2n-y~)) 
G c(suP ll4jllO,Ih k = 2, 3, 
jeN 
(t-l Im(V2 * (qJ’Uj)p V,,j lUj12)l 
k=2 
G c(suP ll4j IlO, 1 ItI -’ llJ2uj II3 
jeN 
from which (3.96) follows. 
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It-’ Im(V, * (Im(qJ2Uj)), V,,j luj12)l 
= ItIm((Vv,) * (qVuj), V,,j luj12)l. 
Let QY =Ix[-~ for O<y<2, so that v,=C:=,A,Q,,. Let qET. If 
0 < y < 1, we have by Lemmas 2.4, 2.6, and 3.5, 
ItIm((vQ,) * (FVujL v1.j loj12)l 
G IItFQy) * (~Vuj)llm IIJ’1.j IUj12111 
G c(suP ll4jllO,I) ItI Ildujll’~ 
jEN 
If 1 < y < 2, we have by Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, and 3.5, 
ItIm(FQ,) * (TVUjh v,,j IUjl’)l 
G IItVQy) * (qVUj)lln ll~jll2n/(n-2) IIv,,jujII 
GC(suP ll4jllO,I) ItI IldujIly~L t1 + Ildujlls)~ 
jcN 
These estimates prove (3.96). 
We next estimate the last two terms on the R.H.S. of (3.94). By Lemmas 
2.1, 2.2, and 3.5, we obtain 
It-’ Im(V2 * (qJ2Uj), (v2 * IUjl’) lUj12)l 
<f-l ll(v2 * (~J2uj))ujlI IlCv2 * l”j12)ujll 
d c(suP lldjllO,I) ItI -’ llJ2ujII 
jsN 
GE ltl p4 llJzujl12+ c(suP Il~jllO,l~ &)12. 
jsN 
By Lemmas 2.1, 2.2, 2.4, 3.5, and (3.93), we obtain 
ltp2 Re(Kuj, (v,,j + t, * luj12)uj)l 
GEt-4 IIKujI12+c(suP l14jl10,19E)* 
/EN 
From (3.91), (3.92), (3.95)-(3.98), it follows that 
(3.97) 
(3.98) 
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which together with (3.92) gives (3.88). If V, = 0, then (3.89) follows from 
(3.94) and (3.98). Q.E.D. 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let 4 E Ho*2 and let u E Xb be the solution of (*). Then: 
(1) J2u E C(R; L2) and J2u has the estimate 
IIJ’u(t)ll < c(ll~ll0,2)(1 + ltl)2(3-yo)‘(2-y0), tE R. (3.99) 
If A2 = A3 =O, then there exists a constant C= C(n, yl, A,) such that 
IIJ’4t)ll G c llill (1 + w2, te[W. 
(2) Let K(u) = J2u + 2t2F(u). Then K(u) E !l and k(u) satisfies 
R(u) = U lx12 4 - iGF(u) 
in C(W; L’), with 
F(u) = (V, + V2 * lul’) K(u) + 2i( V2 * (Im(i&(T(u))))u 
+4it( t, + V2 * lu12)u 
in C(R; L2)+ fi,ErLfA,4”(R; Lq’). 
(3) Let P(t) = II(&u))(t)l12 -4t2( V2 * (Im(iiJu(t))), Im(zUa(t))). Then 
/I is absolutely continuous on Iw and /.3 satisfies 
P(t)=j?(t)+8[‘s{Re(&u), (8, + v2* lu12)u) 
7 
- (P, * (Im(tiJu)), Im(rYiJu))} ds 
+4 IT’ ( V2 * (Im(G((u))), IAl 
+2s2(V1 + V2* lu12) lu12)ds, t,zeR. (3.100) 
(4) Let {4ji> b e a sequence in Y such that dj + 4 in HoY2 as j + 00. 
Let uj~C1(R;9’) be the solution of (#). Then U-‘uj+U-‘u in 
C(R; Ho,‘), Kuj --t K(u) in 3, as j --f co. 
ProoJ Let {dj} and {uj} be as in part (4). It follows from Lemma 3.3 
that there exists x((u) E X such that Kuj + k(u) as j+ cc. We also have 
J2uj + J2u in C( R; L2) as j + co. Then part (1) follows .from (3.88k(3.89). 
In the same way as in the proof of Lemma 3.3, we tind that for any T> 0, 
sup IIt2Fj(uj(t)) - t2F(u(t))ll --) 0 as j-boo. 
14 ST 
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Thus we have k(u) = J’u + 2t2F(u) = K(u) as an identity in C( Iw; L’). 
Passing to the limit j + co in (3.44)-(3.45), we easily obtain the integral 
equation for R(U). This proves part (2). We now proceed to part (3). From 
an estimate similar to (3.91), we obtain 
sup t2 I( V2 * (Im(q A,)), Im(q .$)) 
Ifl < T  
- (V, * (Im(tiJu)), Im(CJu))l -+ 0 as j-00, 
for any T> 0. Therefore, pi + B in C( R; R) as j + co. We next prove 
that the integrands on the R.H.S. of (3.100) are locally integrable on R. 
It suffices to consider the last integral. Since the map t H 
IJu(t)12+2t2(V1 + V, * 1~1~) lu(t)12 is continuous from R to L’, it is 
enough to show that V2 * ((U&I(U)) E L:,,(R; Lm). This fact follows from the 
estimate 
s II v2 * @&Nll to Q!s 
s 
T  
<C -T (IMI Ila4ll + l141q Il&)ll,)~~ 
G CtT+ T’-‘1 III”IIIX(T;,) III&)~T;~J, T>O, qcT. 
It remains to prove (3.100). This identity follows from (3.87) by a limiting 
argument as in (3.80~(3.83) with some modifications. It should be noted 
here that I’, * (Ti;: Kuj) --) I’, * (UK(U)) in L:,,(R; La) as j --+ co. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 2. It remains to prove part (3). We first prove that 
UE C(rW\{O}; H’T-‘) and u has the estimate (1.5). From the relation 
V = (l/it)(J-- x), it follows that 
Ib(~)llI,~I G c ll(1 + Ixl)-‘wf)ll + c ll(1 + I-d-’ u(t)ll 
G c I4 -I (IW(t)ll + IMt)ll)+ c IMt)ll 
~C(lI4ll0,,)(l4 --I + I), tE R\(O), 
where we have used (3.73). Similarly, 
Ilu(t)-u(7)l11,-1 <c Ilt-‘Ju(t)-7-‘J(r)II +c Ilt-‘u(t)-7-‘u(7)ll 
+ c IIu(t) - 47)lL r, 7 E 54\(O), 
from which we obtain u~C(lR\{0}; H’*-‘) and du~C(lR\{0}; H-l,-‘). 
From the relation t Vu(t) = - i(Ju( t) - x4) + ix(u( t) - #), we have fu( t) + 0 
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in H - ‘, - ’ as t + f 0, so that tu E C( R; H ‘, ~ ‘). We next prove that F(U) E 
C(R\{O}; H-l,‘). Let qErand II/cH’,‘. By Lemma2.4, we have 
By Lemmas 2.1-2.2, we have 
I((V2 * be) u(t), +)I 
G c WII 11~11 ; I14m,,(,-Yk)’ tE [w\(O), 
k=2 
I((V, * lul’) u(t)- (V2 * b12) U(T)> $11 
Q c ll4vl lb(t) - 4~)ll 
x i (Il~o)ll:n,(n-yk) + I14~)Il:,,(,-Yk))’ 6 =W{OI. 
k=2 
From these estimates and Lemma 2.11 we deduce F(u) E C( W\ (0); H -‘,‘). 
Hence u satisfies (1.3) and the differential equation (**) in C(R\{O}; 
(-)fzo Hi- 2,-j). If A2 = 1, = 0, th en the required estimate follows in the 
same way as in the proof of (1.5). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 1.1. The result follows from Lemma 2.11 and part 
(1) of Theorem 2. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 3. By virtue of Lemmas 2.10 and 3.2, the proof is 
analogous to that of Theorem 1. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 4. It remains to prove part (4). We first prove that 
UE C(R\{O}; H’T-~) and u has the estimate (1.10). From the relation 
t2d = 1x1 2 - 2tA - J2 = - lx/* + 2x. J+ nit - J2, it follows that 
Ilu(t)ll2 <c ll(1 + Ixl)r2 Mt)ll + c I(1 + lxl)-2 u(t)11 
G C(ltl -2+ I4 -I + 1) II411 
+ C I4 -’ (IIJdt)ll + IIJ’4t)ll) 
G C(114110,2)(l4 -2+ IP(2--yo)), tE R\(O), 
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where we have used (3.73) and (3.99). Similarly, 
Il4~)-4~)112,--2 ~w-*+ 1) Il4t)--u(z)ll 
+ c Ilt-‘u(t)-z-‘u(t)ll 
+ c IIt-‘J’u(t)-r-*J*U(z)ll 
+ c Ilt~*JU(t)-Z-*J1((2)11, c=~\{O), 
from which we obtain UE C(R\{O}; H**-*) and du~C(R\(0}; HO,-*). 
From the relation t’du(t)= 1x1* (d-~(t))+2x.(Ju(t)-xti)+nitu(t)+ 
(Ixl*~-J*u(~)) and (1.4), we have t’u(t)+O in H**-* as t-r f0, so that 
Z*UE C(R; H**-*). S ince we already know t*F(u) E C(R; L*), we conclude 
by part (3) of Theorem 2 that UE C’(R\{O}; H**-*) and that u satisfies the 
differential equation (**) in C( R\(O); nfco HA-j). Then by (**), we 
obtain t* ~,UE C(R; nfzo Hip2*pi ) and therefore the relation &(u) = 
J2u+ 2t*F(u) reduces to (1.9). The proof of (1.11) is similar to that of 
(1.10). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 1.2. The result follows from Lemma 2.11 and part 
(1) of Theorem 4. Q.E.D. 
Proof of Theorem 5. From Lemma 3.4 it follows that PUE 3 for all 
I al < k. In order to show u E C( R\ { 0 } ; nf= o HA -j), we define the differen- 
tial operators P,,j (mENu {O},j=l,...,n) by 
( -xj)“-’ Jf (mE tV); Po,j =Q. 
Note that 
(Jj-Xj)P,,j=P,+I,j-mitP,-,,j, mEfU 
Using this relation, we have 
(Jj -xj)“” = f u,,,~“~‘P,,,~, mENu {0}, (3.101) 
I=0 
(Jj -xi)&+’ = f bm,,tm-‘P21+I,j, mENu {0}, (3.102) 
I=0 
for some constants a,,,,, b,,,. Since 8’ = (it)-“’ I-I,“= L (Jj - xi)9 for 
TV R\(O), we have the assertion by the continuity of J”u (Icrl Gk) with the 
expressions (3.1Olb(3.102). Q.E.D. 
Proof of Corollary 1.3. The result follows from Lemma 2.11 and 
Theorem 5. Q.E.D. 
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